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					Heart Solutions
Built For Better LIFE
 At Abbott, we’re helping rebuild better hearts and improve patients’ quality of life with an improved benefit-to-risk profile by delivering better therapies, better evidence, and better experiences.1
Our Solutions         ABOUT US









	





	
					EVERY HEART HAS A STORY
				
From their first moments through their later years, we exist for one purpose—to help our patients live better, fuller lives.





		[image: ]“I wake up and I feel good. I feel like doing more today.”

  – Scott, MitraClip™ patient




Scott
                    
                        
MitraClip™ Transcatheter Edge-to-Edge Repair

“I wake up and I feel good. I feel like doing more today.”

  – Scott, MitraClip™ patient




	[image: TriClip™ patient]“My heart is doing well. I go grocery shopping, on little walks, take care of the chores, cook - a normal life.”




Cruz
                    
                        
TriClip™ Transcatheter Edge-to-Edge Repair

“My heart is doing well. I go grocery shopping, on little walks, take care of the chores, cook - a normal life.”




	[image: ]“I love to do what I can to improve and fundraise for new research and technologies to make the next kid’s life easier.”

  – Colby Groom




Colby
                    
                        
Mechanical Heart Valve

“I love to do what I can to improve and fundraise for new research and technologies to make the next kid’s life easier.”

  – Colby Groom




	[image: ]“I would definitely consider Abbott’s Piccolo device to be Irie’s life saver”

  – Crissa Felkner (Irie’s mom)




Irie
                    
                        
Amplatzer Piccolo™

“I would definitely consider Abbott’s Piccolo device to be Irie’s life saver”

  – Crissa Felkner (Irie’s mom)




	[image: Alan - Amplatzer™ Talisman™ PFO Occluder]“It’s scary,” said Alan, who had had a stroke due to a patent foramen ovale, and who didn’t know if and when he might have a recurrent stroke. After PFO closure with the Amplatzer™ PFO Occluder “He’s like a new man,” his wife, Emma, remarked about Alan, who’s back to walking 12 miles a day as a mail carrier. “And I owe everyone a massive thank you,” Alan said.




Alan
                    
                        
Amplatzer™ PFO Occluder

“It’s scary,” said Alan, who had had a stroke due to a patent foramen ovale, and who didn’t know if and when he might have a recurrent stroke. After PFO closure with the Amplatzer™ PFO Occluder “He’s like a new man,” his wife, Emma, remarked about Alan, who’s back to walking 12 miles a day as a mail carrier. “And I owe everyone a massive thank you,” Alan said.




	[image: ]“The confidence it gave me, knowing that they didn’t have to thin the blood down and the chance of having a blood clot was diminished by 90%, it was just mind blowing.” - Derek




Derek
                    
                        
Amplatzer Amulet

“The confidence it gave me, knowing that they didn’t have to thin the blood down and the chance of having a blood clot was diminished by 90%, it was just mind blowing.” - Derek




	[image: Jozef - Amplatzer VSD Occluder]Over time Jozef’s ventricular septal defect (VSD) precipitated endocarditis, which in turn led to heart failure and kidney failure. After receiving the Amplatzer VSD Occluder Jozef, amazed at his symptom improvement and ability to walk long distances again, said “I feel joy deep inside me—inside my heart.”




Jozef
                    
                        
AmplatzerTM VSD Occluder

Over time Jozef’s ventricular septal defect (VSD) precipitated endocarditis, which in turn led to heart failure and kidney failure. After receiving the Amplatzer VSD Occluder Jozef, amazed at his symptom improvement and ability to walk long distances again, said “I feel joy deep inside me—inside my heart.”













	The testimonials relate to accounts of individuals’ responses to treatments. The patients’ accounts are genuine, typical and documented. However, it does not provide any indication, guide, warranty, or guarantee as to the response other persons may have to the treatment. Responses to the treatment discussed can and do vary and are specific to the individual patient.
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					Introducing the Epic™ Max aortic stented tissue valve, our latest solution for optimizing key clinical outcomes and the possibilities for patient lifetime management. 
				
Maximize Today, Tomorrow, and The Road Ahead
  
TODAY |  Benefits experienced by both patients and surgeons.
  
TOMORROW |  Built on the Epic™ Platform that has stood the test of time.
  
THE ROAD AHEAD |  Lay the foundation for the next intervention.
  
LEARN MORE
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					Clinical Trials
				
See what’s new in the 45+ ongoing and planned clinical trials we’re leading across our portfolio of products and solutions.1
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					Clinical Data
				
Browse our robust body of evidence encompassing clinical data and outcomes for Abbott structural heart devices.
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					Solutions & Products
				
Explore our broad portfolio across the structural heart spectrum, from transcatheter and surgical valve solutions to structural intervention therapies.
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					About Us
				
Discover why we partner with the world’s best specialists and care teams to help them rebuild healthier hearts.
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Sign Up for Updates
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Get in Touch
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Get Clinical Data
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					YOU ARE ABOUT TO ENTER AN ABBOTT COUNTRY OR REGION SPECIFIC WEBSITE.
				
Please be aware that the website you have requested is intended for the residents of a particular country or countries, as noted on that site. As a result, the site may contain information on pharmaceuticals, medical devices and other products or uses of the product that are not approved in other countries or regions.







            
                U.S. Health Care Professionals
                International Health Care Professionals
            



	YOU ARE ABOUT TO LEAVE 
www.structuralheart.abbott
You are now leaving www.structuralheart.abbott.  Abbott is not responsible for any content published on the third-party website you are about to enter. Abbott has not reviewed and does not endorse any information presented on third-party websites.
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